SAFETY SOFTWARE
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
OUR STORY

Campus safety is a complex, organization-wide endeavor, involving a multitude of offices, departments and third-party contractors. As each of these groups work to mitigate the risk associated with different pieces of the campus safety puzzle, they are often dependent on spreadsheets, legacy databases and paper-forms. This patchwork approach limits collaboration and transparency, while clouding the “Big Picture” view of campus safety.

After interviewing hundreds of campus safety professionals across EH&S, Fire Safety, Public Safety, Facilities, Risk Management and Operations, CampusOptics launched the first comprehensive campus safety solution specifically designed for the needs of educational institutions.

CampusOptics provides the flexibility to address the wide array of inspection types, assets and users common to educational institutions, while providing the visibility into campus-wide issues, incidents, budget and risk that drive safety outcomes. We look forward to helping you create a safer campus!

“CampusOptics helps our institution more effectively plan for the thousands of safety related inspections and tasks that need to be performed each year, while the system’s convenient reporting allows us to better forecast the staff and budget required to improve campus safety and enhance emergency preparedness.”

— Ali Shah
Emergency Manager
San Jacinto College

WHY CAMPUSOPTICS?

A Dedicated Team with decades of experience developing and deploying a wide array of administrative software solutions across thousands of educational institutions.

A Comprehensive Solution with highly configurable user permissions to provide your institution with a single source of truth for all of your campus safety data.

A World Class Customer Experience including a streamlined implementation process, comprehensive training and outstanding service and support.
A SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH FOR ALL YOUR CAMPUS SAFETY DATA

Track Building Safety Data - Access building characteristics, inspection history and key documents, while easily referencing safety assets, issues and incidents by building, floor or area.

Manage Safety Assets - Track all of your safety assets, add geolocation coordinates and produce reports using customized filters.

Conduct Safety Inspections - Schedule recurring safety inspections for any of your buildings, areas or safety assets across campus. Assign the form, frequency and individual responsible and monitor completion via a convenient dashboard.

Log Issues and Track Remediation - Record issues and deficiencies directly on your mobile device using the convenience of talk-to-text, code references and in-app photos. Automatically route issues to appropriate individuals for review and remediation.

Manage and Record Drills - Schedule and record drill results including document attachments and notes. Produce reports of all drills held across campus via convenient filter options.

Record Incidents - Log key incident data, including incident type, root cause, property damage and injury information for convenient reporting.

Manage Permits - Collect and review all-types of safety permits, including hot work, confined space and electrical. Create automated reminders to conduct permit related inspections and monitor permit expiration.
YOUR CAMPUS SAFETY DATA ALWAYS AVAILABLE IN THE CLOUD

**Cloud Storage** so your data is always available, regardless of what device you’re on, with no maintenance burden on your IT team.

**Desktop Web Access** for powerful data exploration, complex data entry, service and inspection scheduling, and system configuration.

**Mobile App Access** to easily view campus data and documents, administer inspections, and quickly log data from the field.

CONTACT US:
Phone: (888) 748-7652
7600 Burnet Road / Suite 330
Austin, TX 78757

www.campusoptics.com